
 

 

Do You Listen to Your Enchanted Silence? 

Do you want to listen to your inner guidance so you can embrace your present moment and live 

your best life possible? Do you want to let go of the lesser and allow the greater to enter your life so you 

can live your greatest potential and miracles can happen? 

  Take this 5-minute quiz to discover whether you listen to your enchanted silence and live an 

inspired life. The more honest your answers, the more accurate your results will be, so take some time to 

consider which answer is the most genuine for you.  

1. Do you cling tightly to your relationships and career in your life? 

o Yes, I cling on tightly because I am afraid of losing control. 

o No, I surrender and allow my career and relationships to unfold moment by moment.  

 

2. Do you forego buying a dress even though you fell in love with it instantly? 

o Yes, I over think about whether it will fit into my budget and plan. 

o No, I follow my impulse and buy the dress instantly even though I don’t really need it. 

 

3. Do you say to yourself “I’ll be happy when…?”  

o Yes, I keep waiting for that perfect job and relationship to feel happy. 

o No, I feel deeply fulfilled in the present moment. 

 

4. Do you whip yourself into action frenzy to become motivated? 

o Yes, I force and push myself to do something. 

o No, I listen to my feelings and trust them to call me into action. 

 

5. Do you feel overwhelmed with hectic schedules in your daily life? 

o Yes, I feel I spend most of my time thinking about agendas and schedules. 

o No, I find beauty and deep fulfillment in the present moment. 

 



6. Do you think that there is something wrong with you when you encounter a challenge? 

o Yes, I experience huge amounts of stress and become too hard on myself. 

o No, I see challenges as powerful opportunities for self-awareness and growth. 

 

7. Do you feel your life is driven by fear and doubt instead of faith and truth? 

o Yes, I feel I am living my life in fear and doubting my self-worth constantly. 

o No, I connect to my love-driven energy to live a life aligned to my highest truth. 

 

 

 If You Answered “Yes” to 5 or More Questions: You listen to your inner guidance 

and allow yourself to be pulled silently by your love-driven voice and feelings to live 

an inspired life.  

 

 If You Answered “No” to 4 or Less Questions: You need to work on connecting to 

your serene energy so you can live your life with love instead of fear. This means 

letting go of the lesser so you can attract and draw the enriching situations and 

relationships into your life to prosper. 
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